The Franklin pedo ring and the elite Jew pig factor

It was one of the biggest scandals in all of American history.

But because of our sleazy elite Jew-pig controlled media boycotting it, almost no one in this country has ever heard of it.

I’m talking about the Franklin Cover-up--a story that was revealed in a book by that title, written by former Nebraska Senator John DeCamp.

A documentary on this subject, called “Conspiracy of Silence,” was produced by the Discovery Channel, and was scheduled to be aired on May 3, 1994.

It was advertised in TV Guide and in local newspapers all across the country.

However, it got pulled, shortly before the time it was to be aired, by powerful, unnamed forces in Washington.

What was the Franklin Cover-up all about?

Both the documentary and the book (although the book went into much more detail) exposed a network of local and state Nebraskan officials, who worked in conjunction with Washington officials, who flew children to Washington D.C., along with other major US cities, to be used for sex orgies at parties attended by powerful figures in the nation’s capitol and in the business sector.

These kids were taken from orphanages (such as Boys Town, in Omaha) or kidnapped off the streets of Omaha and surrounding areas of Nebraska.

Some of them were used in snuff films that were shown at said prestigious parties, including ones held at the 1984 and 1988 Republican Conventions.

But this scandal of scandals was by no means limited to Republicans--many prominent Democrats were in attendance at these parties as well.

Some of the kids in this child prostitution ring were also ritually abused by Satanist groups that were part of this same child prostitution network.

Not only were many of these children provided for the “entertainment” of sick, high profile pedophile politicians and businessmen, but they were used as blackmail material, to keep otherwise non-compliant officials in line.

On the federal level, coordination of this operation not only involved Washington politicians, but elements within the CIA and FBI as well, as we shall see.

Let’s have a look at this shocking and horrific scandal that should have resulted in a revolution, if the American people were made aware of it.

============================================

The Nebraska coordinators

Not only was John DeCamp a Nebraska representative, but he was also an attorney, who was able to bring several people to justice in this case, but only on the local and state levels in Nebraska.

As we shall see later on, he was never able to take it to the federal level, because the FBI was always there to thwart his every move in that direction.

He also had his investigations thwarted by Omaha police, as well as other officials in Nebraska, who were obviously following orders from the FBI.

That figures!

Anyway, as stated, there were several local and state officials in Nebraska that were involved in this crime and / or its cover-up.

Among them were:

 Larry King, the manager of Nebraska’s Franklin Credit Union, which was used by the CIA to launder money to the Contras in Nicaragua, as part of the Iran-Contra scandal.

King was a major player in the Franklin pedophile ring, and is one of the people that DeCamp managed to get convicted and sent to prison, where he belongs!

 Bob Waldman, a Jew, who was Omaha’s Chief of Police.

He was identified by many child victims of the Franklin pedo-ring as having been at many parties where children were abused, and that he personally was one of the abusers.

 Harold Andersen, a local Omaha newspaper publisher (Omaha World-Herald).

 Alan Baer,  one of Larry King’s business partners and a major player in the Franklin pedophile ring.

  Deward Finch, Superintendent of the Fort Calhoun high school, just eight miles from Omaha.

He was, of course, another Jewish pedophile who was majorly involved in the Franklin child prostitution ring.

 Peter Citron, another pedophile Jew.  He was a local Omaha media personality.

Interestingly, on January 28, 1993, the Omaha World-Herald reported on how Citron had recently been granted parole, after serving a minimal sentence for his involvement in the Franklin scandal.

The paper stated:

“Rabbi Aryeh Azriel of Temple Israel in Omaha said the Jewish community would welcome Citron’s return.
    “‘I think Peter is a fragile man, a broken man,’ Azriel said.  ‘It’s about time to invite him back to join our community.”

Unbelievable!

He was given a light sentence because it was ruled that he was a “mentally disturbed sex offender.”

How classic!

He probably wouldn’t even have gotten the light sentence that was meted out to him, except that local parents demanded he be brought to “justice.”

 Theodore Carlson, District Judge.

 Tom McKenney, Douglas Country Attorney.  Not only was he a pedo involved in the Franklin Scandal, but he was also a drug trafficker, along with Judge Theodore Carlson.

 Jarrett Webb, a Franklin Credit Union executive.  He was most likely a Jew.

 James C. Hart, Jr., the Franklin Credit Union Secretary.  He was a Jew.

Many other names were involved from outside Nebraska, of course.

One was Ron Gilbert, a Jewish Hollywood TV producer who was also a porno film maker.

One of the biggest “customers” of the Franklin pedo ring, who sexually abused young boys at parties held by Larry King, was Massachusetts Jewish Congressman Barney Frank.

As you can see, the majority of the criminals in the Franklin crime syndicate were Jews.

Are you surprised?

But wait, there’s more…

============================

Why Omaha?

Of all the places in the country to run a massive child pedophile ring that stretched all the way to Washington, why Omaha?

What made Omaha the focal point of this crime syndicate?

Since the 19th century, the Omaha elite business community has been organized around the Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben, a quasi-Freemasonic social organization.

Ak-Sar-Ben, by the way, is Nebraska spelled backwards.

But does this name not have strong Hebrew overtones to it, just like Freemasonry itself?

And how about reversing the spelling of Nebraska?

Doesn’t that have a hidden meaning as well--the meaning of running the state in reverse?

Anyway, seeing that so many Jews were involved in the Franklin Scandal and its cove-up, is it not obvious that this whole operation itself was Jewish, as is the case with every single other major crime syndicate in history?

Anyway, every year Ak-Sar-Ben celebrates a ritual coronation of the “King of Ak-Sar-Ben,” generally an older corporate executive, and his Queen, generally the younger wife or daughter of another man in the club.

The rituals and “den shows” mimic ceremonies from different lands, real and invented, and are always “pagan,” in classic Freemasonic style.

Past Ak-Sar-Ben festivity themes included:  “The Roman Hippodrome,” “King Arthur’s Wild Goats,” “Trouble in the Tropics,” and “Hi-Jinx in Hades.”

Sometimes the men and boys of Ak-Sar-Ben have paraded in women’s clothing, or dressed as Egyptian goddesses.

To demonstrate the power that Ak-Sar-Ben has in Omaha, in 1990, Omaha’s Jewish Mayor P.J. Morgan (very similar to J.P. Morgan!), himself a member of Ak-Sar-Ben, during a squabble with Ak-Sar-Ben over where a new stadium would be constructed, made this complaint:

“Frankly, I’m just sick and tired of a small handful of people who think that they can control this city and county without regard to feelings, sentiments, and desires of the honest, hard-working people who are the real foundation of this city.”

Was he really complaining, or was he bragging in a cloaked manner about just how powerful this Judeo-Masonic group was?

Anyway, the powerful Ak-Sar-Ben clique pumped many millions of dollars into Larry King’s Franklin Credit Union, in the form of deposits and outright contributions.

A very cozy relationship existed between these two organizations.

Do you see what was going on here?

The Franklin scandal was, without question, another elite Jew pig operation!

===============================

NAMBLA

No surprise that NAMBLA (the North American Man Boy Love Association) was involved with the Franklin pedo ring.

But did you know that NAMBLA is another elite Jew pig creation?

Its co-founded was poet Allen Ginsberg.

Its stated goal is to end the “extreme oppression” of men and boys in “mutually consensual” relationships by:

#1 building understanding and support for such relationships
#2 educating the general public on the benevolent nature of man/boy love
#3 cooperating with lesbian, gay, feminist, and other liberation movements
#4 supporting the liberation of persons of all ages from sexual prejudice and oppression

NAMBLA also pawns itself off as a “political, civil rights, and educational organization.”

Unbelievable!

Not surprisingly, the ACLU, another Jewish creation, has defended NAMBLA on the grounds that “NAMBLA’s materials are protected by the Constitution.”

And isn’t this all in perfect keeping with Talmudic morality?

Sanhedrin 55b tells us that a Jew may marry a three year old girl (specifically, three years and a day).

Sanhedrin 54b says that a Jew may have sex with a child, as long as the child is less than nine years old.

Kethuboth 11b:  “When a grown man has intercourse with a little girl under three, it is nothing.”

Sanhedrin 54b, 55a says that if a man commits sodomy with a boy less than nine, they are not guilty of sodomy.

Sanhedrin 69b says that a man who has sexual intercourse with a boy less than 8 does not commit fornication.

Of course, when it comes to Gentile children, there are no rules at all, since they are considered less than human.

Yebamoth 98a:  “All gentile children are animals.”

Abodah Zarah 36b:  “Gentile girls are in a state of niddah (filth) from birth.”

===============================

Larry King--the key player in the Franklin ring

King was the man with the connections.

He coordinated parties, and provided children--both boys and girls--to “service” pedo politicians that attended these parties.

King hired photographers to capture legislators and various other high officials in compromising sexual positions with children.

This is, and ever has been, a powerful mechanism that elite Jew pigs have used to keep politicians complaint with their demands.

Anyway, in spite of all the evidence against King--documents, eyewitness testimonies, etc., he was released from prison on April 11, 2001, after serving only about five years in prison.

He went to prison solely for embezzlement, conspiracy, and making false financial record entries.

There was no trial on any other charges, and the evidence of child prostitution and abuse perpetrated by King was never presented, or allowed to be presented, in any court.

The elite Jew pigs sure take care of their lackey’s, do they not?

=============================

Paul Bonacci

The most famous of the Franklin pedo ring victims, who provided the most vital information for DeCamp’s investigation, all of which checked out, was Paul Bonacci.

In a letter to DeCamp, Bonacci related this most shocking and vomit-inducing information about one particular horrific experience he endured as a young teen:

“In the summer of ’84 sometime, I went to Dallas, Texas, and had sex with several men King knew in a hotel.
    “…I never had much personally to do with King, only went where he told me to go.
    “[Around] July 26th, I went to Sacramento, California.  King flew me out on a private plane from Eppley Airfield [in Omaha] to Denver, where we picked up Nicholas, a boy who was about 12 or 13.…then flew on to Sacramento.
    “We were picked up by a white limo and taken to a hotel.  I don’t remember the name of it.  We (meaning Nicholas and I) were driven to an area that had big trees [Redwoods, at the Bohemian Grove], it took about an hour to get there.  There was a cage with a boy in it who was not wearing anything [by the way, caging naked kids is a known common practice in CIA mind control operations].  Nicholas and I were given these Tarzan things to put around us…
    “They told me to f___ the boy….At first I said no and they held a gun to my balls and said ‘Do it or else lose them.…’  I began doing it to the boy and…Nicholas had anal sex…with him.  We were told to F___ him…and beat on him.  I didn’t try to hurt him.  We were told to put our dicks in his mouth…and sit on the boy’s penis…and they filmed it.  We did this stuff to the boy for about 30 minutes…when a man came in and kicked us in the balls…and picked us up and threw us.  He grabbed the boy and started F___ing him….The man was about 10 inches long…and the boy screamed…and the man was forcing his dick into the boy all the way.  The boy was bleeding from his rectum….[Then he] put the boy right next to me and grabbed a gun and blew the boy’s head off.
    “The boy’s blood was all over me, and I started yelling and crying.  The men grabbed Nicholas and [me] and forced us to lie down.  They put the boy on top of Nicholas, who was crying, and they were putting Nicholas’ hands on the boy’s ass.  They put the boy on top of me and did the same thing.  They then forced me to f___ the dead boy…and also Nicholas.  [They] put a gun to our heads to make us do it.  His blood was all over us.  They made us kiss the boy’s lips…Then they made me do something I don’t want to even write, so I won’t.”

BonaccI said that the whole time this was happening, the cameras were rolling--both motion and still footages were shot.

Later that night, BonaccI said that he and Nicholas were taken to a hotel where more films were made of them having sex with each other and several adults.

At one point, the penis of the dead boy was brought out, and both BonaccI and Nicholas were made to put it in their mouths.

It turns out that the penis was removed by BonaccI, who was made, at gunpoint, to bite it off.

This is what he didn’t want to write in his letter to DeCamp.

He described how, when this snuff film was later shown to Larry King, he smiled and laughed through the whole thing.

He also said that the boy’s corpse was given to a Satanic group for use in some dark ceremony.

He also named the director of the snuff film, who accompanied them on their flight to Sacramento--Hunter Thompson.

Was this THE Hunter Thompson--Hunter S. Thompson?

Anyway, understand that this incident was only one of many, many others like it, which not only Bonacci and Nicholas had endured, but hundreds of other kids in this over ten-year-long pedo ring.

Bonacci told investigators that a lot of the early abuse that he was subjected to had taken place at Offutt Air Force Base, near Omaha.

His abuse began there in 1970, when he was just 3 years old.

At this base, he said that he was “trained” by tortures, heavy drugging, and sexual degradation--typical tactics of the CIA’s MK-Ultra mind control program.

Interestingly, Offutt Air Force base is where George Bush Jr. spent most of the day on 9/11, partying with his billionaire buddies, such as the elite Jew pig Warren Buffet, who was one of Larry King’s major backers.

Also connected with Offutt Air Force base is Michael Aquino, the High Priest and founder of the Temple of Set, which is a branch-off of the Church of Satan.

He was also a Lieutenant Colonel, Military Intelligence, US Army.

Anyway, his name was brought up several times in the Franklin court proceedings, as having been intimately tied in with Larry King.

Aquino was also connected to a child molestation case that occurred at the Presidio Child Development Center run by the US Army in San Francisco--a fiasco that blew open in July of 1988 by the San Jose Mercury.

This case involved over 60 child victims.

As you might guess, all charges against Aquino were dropped.
 
By the way, Aquino also worked with the CIA's Project Monarch mind control program.

Oh, and would you be surprised to discover that Aquino is a Jew?

===============================,

Disappearing witnesses

In 1990, according to DeCamp:

“Troy Boner was going to provide the information in open court, under oath, that would blow the lid off the Franklin case, and force a new trial for Alisha Owen [another victim].…As Troy came into the courthouse, he was immediately ushered into a private room by county judicial authorities...the hearing was delayed for one hour.…Troy was in the room with a ‘Special Attorney,’ and with other officials from the prosecutor’s office--the very same prosecutorial team Troy was about to testify against.
    “...Troy leaned over and whispered to me, ‘Oh God, forgive me.  They guaranteed if I talk here today, they will put me away for twenty years...told me I would be charged with perjury for my original testimony if I opened my mouth today in court….Look what they did to Alisha [she was sent to prison--totally set up by the feds through a phony perjury charge]….Look what they did to my brother [his brother Shawn was found dead after playing “Russian Roulette”].”

In late 2003, just before the 2004 election campaign started to heat up, Troy Boner walked into a hospital in New Mexico, screaming out “they’re after me, they’re after me because of this book,” meaning The Franklin Cover-up, which he was waving in the air.

After Boner was mildly sedated and calmed down, he was put in a private room for observation.

When nurses came back to check on him early the next morning, he was sitting in a chair, bleeding from the mouth and quite dead.

Former FBI Los Angeles Bureau Chief Ted Gunderson tried to get autopsy and other information and details that were promised him on Boner’s death, but it never happened.

No news stories were published on Boner’s death, despite his notoriety in the Franklin case.

There went that witness!

But there were many other deaths of potential witnesses in this case.

For example, Paul Bonacci told investigators he toured the White House at midnight on July 3, 1988, with Craig Spence--a lobbyist and political operative who arranged male prostitute visits to the White House.

Spence turned up dead just three months after a June 29, 1989 Washington Times article was published, which exposed a call-boy operation that was run from within the Reagan-Bush White House.

The police were quick to call Spence’s death a suicide, of course.

According to the August 9, 1989 edition of the Washington Times, Spence had hinted that his White House prostitution operation was assisted by top-level persons, including Donald Gregg, national security advisor to Vice-President Bush.

Spence, according to friends, was also carrying out homosexual blackmail operations for the CIA.

Another death apparently related to the Franklin case is that of former CIA director William Colby, who had been helping DeCamp research his book exposing the Franklin affair.

He was said to have died from a “boating accident,” yet he supposedly went on this boating excursion at night--something his wife said he never did.

Also, his dinner was left half eaten on the table, lights were left on, and the front door was left ajar.

He was murdered, plain and simple.

Here’s a few more examples of such not-so-mysterious deaths:

 Bill Baker.

He was a restaurant owner in Omaha who was a partner with King in gay porno operations.  He was found shot in the back of the head.

 Newt Copple.

He was a confidential informant for investigator Gary Caradori.

He was also a key activist fighting the cover-up of the Franklin case.

He is said to have suddenly and unexpectedly “died in his sleep” in March of 1991, at only age 70.

 Clare Howard.

Former secretary of Alan Baer.  She arranged his pedophile trysts.

She is also said to have “died in her sleep,” in 1991.

 Mike Lewis.

A care-giver for victim-witness Loretta Smith.

He is said to have died from a “sever diabetic reaction” at age 32.

Yeah, right!

 Joe Malek.

An associate of Larry King and owner of Peony Park, where homosexual galas were held.

His death from a gunshot was ruled a suicide.

 Aaron Owen, bother to victim Alisha Owen.

He was found hanged in his cell in Lincoln, Nebraska, just hours before one of his sister’s court appearances.

 Charlie Rogers.

A reputed homosexual partner of King.

He was said to have talked of being in fear for his life in the days leading up to his death.

His head was blown off with a shotgun, in what was claimed to be, once again, a “suicide.”

 Dan Ryan.

An associate of King.

He was found strangled or suffocated in his car.

 Bill Skoleski.

An officer in the Omaha Police Department, who was believed to have been keeping a file on Larry King.

He supposedly died of a heart attack.

 Kathleen Sorenson.

A foster parent of Franklin victims “Nelly” and Kimberly Webb.

She was an outspoken activist against Satanism.

She died in a very mysterious car crash.

 Curtis Tucker.

An associate of Larry King.

He fell, or was more likely pushed, out a high window in the Omaha Holiday Inn.

 Harmon Tucker (apparently no relation to Curtis Tucker).

A school superintendent in Nebraska and Iowa.

He was also a reputed homosexual.

His death had signs of Satanic ritual murder.

He was found dead in Georgia, near the plantation which Harold Andersen and Nebraska-Iowa FBI chief Nicholas O’Hara used for hunting.

===============================

Daddy Bush

How high up did the Franklin case go?

Did it involve “Poppy” Bush?

The March 25, 1986 Nebraska Department of Social Services report revealed:

“[14 year-old] Nelly said at these trip parties hosted by Larry King, she sat naked ‘looking pretty and innocent,’ and guests could engage in any sexual activity they wanted, but penetration was not allowed….
    “Nelly said she first met V. P. George Bush at the Republican Convention where King sang the national anthem, and saw Bush again at a Washington, DC party Larry hosted....
    “Last year [1985] she met V.P. Bush and saw him at one of the parties Larry gave while on a Washington, DC trip....Nelly said she has seen sodomy committed at those parties.”
    “On December 19, 1988, Nelly was contacted and voluntarily came to the FBI offices on December 30, 1988.  She was interviewed by [FBI agents] Brady, Tucker and Phillips.…
    “[I]n September or October, 1984, when Lisa was 14, she went to Chicago with Larry King and 15-20 boys from Omaha.…She indicates she attended a party in Chicago with King and the male youths.  She indicated George Bush was present.…[S]he sat at a table at the party wearing nothing but a negligee.  She stated George Bush saw her on the table.  She stated she saw George Bush pay King money, and Bush left the party with a nineteen year old black boy named Brent.  Lisa said the party Bush attended was in Chicago in September or October 1984...”

DeCamp mentions how, in 1990, during an Omaha public meeting regarding the Franklin affair, a black woman stood up and said:

“I think George Bush is involved in this child abuse case, and that is why all these people have been dying.”

Indeed!

And that is also why local and federal law enforcement agencies blocked DeCamp’s every attempt to bring to justice any Washington officials that were involved in the Franklin pedo ring, as we shall now see.

=================================

The local and federal cover-up machine kicks in

In a deposition taken on October 13, 1989, John Stevens Berry, counsel for DeCamp’s Franklin committee, was grilling Omaha Police Chief Bob Waldman, who was complicit in the Franklin affair and its cover-up, about the lack of Omaha police follow-up on allegations of child abuse when it was first reported.

In exasperation, Waldman replied:

“The tough thing with this, Mr. Berry, is that we have the FBI who conducts an investigation and basically says the same things that we have said….[A]re they now linked to this cover-up in some way?  Should the Justice Department be investigated as somehow…assisting in this ‘cover-up’?”

Yes, Waldman, you elite Jew pig, they should have all been investigated, because they WERE all involved in the cover-up, just like you were!

As DeCamp put it:

“The Justice Department, acting through the FBI and the US Attorney’s office in Omaha, emerges from the record of the Franklin investigations not so much as a party to the cover-up, but as its coordinator.  Rigging grand juries, harassment of witnesses, incitement to perjury and tampering with evidence--federal personnel were seen to apply all of these techniques in the Franklin case.”

Investigator Gary Caradori’s notes of March 14, 1990, record that, on the day of the federal agents’ raid on the Franklin Credit Union offices, he was told by a member of the accounting firm that was auditing Franklin, that:

“…a large number of pornographic material was taken out of the credit union, including videos and photographs depicting sexual acts.  I was told that if…any…people working for the CPA [Child Protection Agency] firm that was contracted by the government would say anything [about the photos and films], that they would automatically lose their jobs.”

And guess what happened to Caradori?

The evening of July 11, 1990, he called Senator Loran Schmit, Chairman of the Franklin committee, from Chicago and told him he had the “smoking gun” in the case.

Caradori told Senator Schmit he would fly that night from Chicago on his private plane with his son en route to Lincoln, Nebraska, with the evidence.

But the plane exploded in mid-air a short time later, while flying over Aurora, Illinois, killing Caradori and his 8-year-old son.

Oh yeah, that was an accident!

Franklin victim Alisha Owen testified to the Franklin committee on June 11, 1990, that her former lawyer, Pam Vuchetich, had come to see her in the spring,

“…giving a proposal from the FBI that if I recanted my story, then nothing would happen to me….They told me what to say, we got scripts, we were promised monetary values.  And I would be taken care of.”

Alisha, of course, didn’t keep her mouth shut, and so she was sent to prison, as stated earlier, on a completely fraudulent perjury charge.

DeCamp said that the FBI had confiscated Larry King’s flight manifests from various airline charter companies, thus helping to cover up proof of sexual exploitation of children and interstate transportation of minors across state lines for sexual purposes.

There were many other examples of this type of treachery that went on.

But enough has been said to make the point that when it comes to elite Jew pig crimes, no matter how vulgar they may be, our government will stop at nothing to cover them up.

---------------------------------

The Franklin case is one of the most disgusting examples of unbelievably evil government corruption.

And yet, the only arrests made and the only sentences meted out were for financial crimes, and not for the pedophilia.

Thus we can say that no real justice was ever meted out in this case.

And, no doubt, there never will be any justice.

Do you not see how far our government has sunk into the depths of depravity?

If something is not done to stop this downward spiral, it’s over for us all!

==================================

A profoundly pervasive problem

Scandals of the Franklin variety are not unique to the United States, by any means.

Many other countries around the world have had the exact same thing occur, and for the very same reason.

For example:

 In the late 1990s in Belgium, a major child prostitution and pornography ring was blown wide open, which involved politicians and businessmen at the highest levels.

The operation was headed up by a man named Marc Dutroux, and his main partner was a Jew, Bernard Weinstein.

As was the case with the Franklin affair, this sex ring, it later emerged, was being run primarily to blackmail high profile politicians and businessmen, and efforts to launch a full investigation were blocked at every turn, both by police, the courts, and federal level politicians.

Also like the Franklin case, many of the Belgian child victims were used in snuff films, and were ritually abused by Satanic cult groups.

After his arrest, Marc Dutroux made this very interesting statement:

“People want to believe that I am at the center of everything.  They are mistaken....I did things of which I was not the driving force.  I was used as an instrument of others, who were themselves used as instruments by others…”

Now who do you suppose he was talking about here?

 Toward the end of 1999, a similar scandal erupted in Latvia--a child porno and prostitution ring that involved at least 2,000 children and politicians at the highest levels of the Latvian government.

Sound familiar?

 On November 27, 2002, the Guardian reported that another child porno ring blew up in Portugal, and that it too involved very high level politicians.

It emerged that the scandal had been going on for 20 years, and was known by police, but nothing was done about it, since such high level government officials were involved.

Again, sound familiar?

 Another scandal of this same nature was revealed in Scotland in the late 1990s.

This pedophile ring was led by a high level Freemason, Thomas Hamilton, whose biggest customers were top rank politicians.

 On September 29, 2000, the Irish Times revealed that a similar scandal had been occurring that involved top politicians in both Italy and Russia.

Some of the items uncovered in the investigation of this ring were hoards of child snuff films.

Over 1,700 high profile people in both countries were said to have been involved in this particular ring.

But, as always, the typical cover-up activities ensued, and justice was thwarted at every turn.

 It was revealed in 1991 that over 70 children  who were kidnapped in London had been murdered in snuff films, and that this pedo ring was connected with a huge operation out of Amsterdam, with one of the major players being a Jew named Warwick Spinks.

And guess what…

Attempts to conduct a thorough investigation of this ring were also blocked, both in London and Amsterdam.

 In June of 1997, a story broke of 800 French homes being raided in a massive child prono and prostitution ring raid.

High level French officials turned out to be involved in this operation, as you might guess, and so the investigation only went just so far.

 In 1998, still another pedo ring was uncovered that involved Germany and the Netherlands.

This case also involved snuff films being made, and upon further investigation, it was discovered that other nations were involved--Russia, Ukraine, Britain, the United States, Poland, the Czech Republic, and, yes, you guessed it, Israel.

 Yet another ring was exposed at the West Point Child Development Center, which involved Satanic acts such as animal sacrifice, and it involved several other military bases.

This case first broke in 1984, when a 3 year old girl wound up in the West Point Hospital with lacerations on her vagina.

She told a physician that a teacher at the daycare center had hurt her.

The next month, another child from the same daycare came forward with accusations of abuse.

The Mercury News later reported that “by the end of the year, 50 children had been interviewed by investigators.  Children at West Point told stories that would become horrifyingly familiar.  They said they had been ritually abused.  They said they had excrement smeared on their bodies and been forced to eat feces and drink urine.  They said they were taken away from the daycare center and photographed.”

Despite abundant medical and psychological evidence, along with literally dozens of child witnesses all saying the same thing, and despite 950 interviews by FBI agents assigned to the investigation, the investigation itself, led by Attorney Rudolph Giuliani (former New York mayor who helped cover up 9/11), produced no federal grand jury indictments.

Absolutely incredible!

 The largest child molestation case of the 1980s was centered around California's McMartin Preschool.

It involved over 400 abused children at the hand of 7 teachers, 6 of which were women.

There were also dozens of other adults involved, which amounted to a network of pedophiles, as is usually the case.

The molestations occurred, not only at the daycare center, but at a local farm, a local market, several nearby churches, a mortuary, various homes, a doctor’s office, preschools, and other unknown locations.

The children described animal sacrifices, and said that they were often given a red or pink liquid to drink, which made them sleepy.

They also described having sticks and other objects inserted in their rectums and vaginas, and said that this went on while other adults formed a circle around them and made strange chanting vocalizations.

They said they were also urinated and defecated on, and that pictures were taken of them in the nude, and as they were forced to engage in sexual acts.

At least 80 percent of the children examined showed signs of rectal and vaginal scarring, and the stories they all told showed complete consistency in dates, places, names, and details of abuse.

Yet, in spite of all this evidence, the media downplayed the whole thing, for the most part, and in a most disgusting fashion.

For example:

Nation columnist Alexander Cockburn, a Jew, wrote an article entitled, “The McMartin Case:  Indict the Children, Jail the Parents,” which appeared in the Wall Street Journal, on February 8, 1990.

Along this same line, the New York Post reported years later, in February of 1999:

“Snuff films are the stuff of urban legend….How did this legend get started?  No one knows.”

There’s your elite Jew pig-controlled cover-up media for you!

So what became of the McMartin case?
 
Virtually nothing, like all the other cases of this nature.
 
The local District Attorney, Ira Reiner, a Jew, of course, dismissed 5 of the 7 teachers of all charges against them, and he dismissed two prosecutors in the case.
 
Another 3 dozen individuals identified as offenders in the case were not indicted at all.
 
Also, several key witnesses in the case turned up dead before they could testify:
 
- Robert Winkler, one of the offenders, must have been deemed a potential leak, for he turned up dead the night before his trial, allegedly of a drug overdose.
 
- Judy Johnson, the first McMartin parent to launch a complaint about the facility, was found sprawled naked on a floor in her home, which was said to have been the result of her "chronic alcoholism."
 
- Paul Bynum, a local police officer, who was hired by a group of McMartin parents as a private investigator, was found dead by gunshot wound.  It was ruled, of course, a suicide.

As should be expected, the child victims in the McMartin case also reported seeing, and being forced to participate in, the killing, not only of animals, but of children and babies.
 
They witnessed beheadings of babies, and some were forced to behead babies as well.
 
They were also made to drink the blood and eat the flesh of children and babies they saw killed, or participated in the killing of.
 
They were threatened that if they ever said anything about these incidents, their families would be killed.
 
They also told of being closed up in coffins with the mutilated bodies of these young victims, and they were made to commit necrophilia and beastiality.

Would you believe that, in the McMartin trial, the defense team was allowed to subject the child witnesses to the longest pretrial hearing in the nation’s history.
 
Facing a battery of as many as 7 rabid defense attorneys, the already-severely traumatized children were verbally assaulted for weeks on end, which was all designed, of course, to break them.
 
And how much do you want to be that these were elite Jew pig attorneys!
 
Everything was done to discredit the stories the children told.
 
For example, they talked of underground tunnels beneath the school, which local officials said they could find no evidence of.
 
Yet, in 1990, several parents of the McMartin children hired an independent team of experts in various fields to examine the site.
 
And guess what?

They did indeed find two underground tunnel systems beneath the abandoned school.
 
Predictably, the media NEVER reported this finding.
 
Also predictably, virtually nothing came out of the McMartin trial!

==================================

More damning evidence of CIA involvement

On February 7, 1987, the Washington Post ran a revealing story about a kidnapping and child abuse case in Tallahassee, Florida, which stated:

“Authorities investigating the…abuse of six children found with two men in a Tallahassee, Florida, park discovered material yesterday in the Washington area that they say points to a 1960s style commune called the Finders, described in a court document as a ‘cult’ that…conducted ‘brainwashing’ and used children ‘in rituals.’
    “D.C. police, who searched a Northeast Washington warehouse linked to the group removed large plastic bags filled with color slides, photographs, and photographic contact sheets.  Some photos…were wallet-sized pictures of children, similar to school photos, and some were of naked children.
    “D.C. police sources said some of the items seized yesterday showed pictures of children engaged in what appeared to be ‘cult rituals.’  Officials of the US Customs Service…said that the material seized…includes photos showing children involved in bloodletting ceremonies of animals and one photograph of a child in chains….”

So this Florida case was connected with Washington, and it involved child ritual and sexual abuse, bloodletting, animal sacrifice, and brainwashing.

Now what does that sound like?

Do you not see the connections between child abuse, Satanism, and the CIA (who love to traffic children for blackmail and mind control experimentation purposes)?

In other words, the CIA works with Satanic cultic pedophile rings to assist them in finding child victims for its own evil charades involving children.

Seven years later, in 1994, more information finally came out about this case, at the hand of US News and World Report, which revealed:

“One of the unresolved questions [about this case] involves allegations that the Finders are somehow linked to the Central Intelligence Agency.  Customs Service documents reveal that in 1987, when customs agents sought to examine the evidence gathered by Washington, DC, police, they were told that the Finders investigation ‘had become an internal [CIA] matter.’
    “The police report on the case had been classified secret.  Even now, Tallahassee police complain about the handing of the Finders investigation by DC police.  ‘They dropped this case,’ one Tallahassee investigator says, ‘like a hot rock.’  DC police will not comment on the matter.  As for the CIA, ranking officials describe allegations about links between the intelligence agency and the Finders as ‘hogwash.’…”

Well, that should settle it, right?

Wrong!

It turns out that the Finders group leader, Marion Pettie, had a son who worked for a CIA propriety, Air America, Marion’s former wife had also worked for the agency, and a firm owned by the Finders organization had provided training to CIA officers.

The US New and World Report article went on to describe more evidence seized in the Finders investigation 7 years earlier, in DC:

“Among the evidence seized--detailed instructions on obtaining children for unknown purposes and several photographs of nude children….
    “…There were suggestions of child abuse, Satanism, dealing in pornography, and ritualistic animal slaughter.”

The article went on to say that soon the investigation was dropped, and that police stated that, even though the Finders’ practices were eccentric, they were not illegal.

What?

Are you kidding me?

Of course they were illegal--majorly so!

So why the strange behavior on the part of police?

Because the CIA was involved, of course.

US Customs Service Agent Ramon J. Martinez wrote a 1987 memo regarding his and other agents’ findings while collecting evidence in the Finders investigation.

He identified one of the Tallihassee Finders men as Douglas Ammerman, a Jew.

The memo said that the 6 children found in the van of the two men “were poorly dressed, bruised, dirty, and behaving like wild animals….[and] were unaware of the function and purpose of telephones, televisions, and toilets…and were only given food as a reward…”

The memo went on to say that an informant had notified the Tallahassee Police Department that the Finders were involved in “blood rituals” and “sexual orgies involving children, and an as yet unsolved murder…”

This is what the police called “eccentric but not illegal”?

The memo went on to describe how documents seized in the investigation included “detailed instructions [regarding] the impregnation of female members [“breeders”] of the community known as the Finders, purchasing children, trading, and kidnapping.”

The memo then described computer data that clearly indicated a national, and even international, network of child trafficking and “bank secrecy situations.”

References were also made in some of the physical documents to “terrorism, explosives, and the evasion of law enforcement.”

Now who would be interested in terrorism and explosives, but the CIA?

This clearly had nothing to do with pedophilia or Satanism!

There was also a computer notice that was clearly meant to be disseminated to the global network, informing them of the recent arrest of the two Finders men, and warning others in the network to “move the children,” and to keep them moving through different jurisdictions, and “instructions on how to avoid police attention.”

Also mentioned in the memo were photographs seized that showed “adults and children dressed in white sheets, participating in a ‘blood ritual.’  The ritual centered around the execution of at least two goats.  The photos portrayed the execution, disembowelment, skinning, and dismemberment of the goats at the hands of the children.  This included the removal of the testes of a male goat, the discovery of a female goat’s ‘womb,’ and the baby goats inside the womb, and a presentation of one of the goat’s heads to one of the children.”

Later, specific references were found to other operating localities of the Finders organization, including London, Japan, Germany, the Bahamas, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Africa, Costa Rica, and so on.

There was also a file entitled “Palestinian,” and “Pentagon break-in.”

There were also records of newspaper ads requesting tutors, babysitters, etc., and the responses to them of Finders personnel, showing how the families involved were monitored closely in regards to their habits, identity, occupations, etc.

This was obviously done in order to determine which children would be most easily abducted from their families.

There was also a large amount of data collected on various child care organizations.

Also found at this location was an altar, video equipment, and many jars of urine and feces.

So what do you think happened to the two Tallahassee men arrested with the six children?

They were released with no charges being filed against them!

Surprised?


